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PREFACE.

* The Cultivation of the Speaking Voice ' is the subject of

two articles which, under that title, appeared in The Contem-

porary Review for March and July, 1869. It was suggested

to the writer that, with some alterations and additions

—

especially more precise directions for carrying his theories

into practice—they would form a manual likely to be useful

to many, and not unfit for admission into the Art Series

of The Clarendon Press. By the kind permission of Messrs.

Strahan, these articles have becqme a book, which is now
laid before the reader.

With this, the following pages might have been left to

speak for themselves, had not some of the processes recom-

mended in them been so new—or so old—as to justify the

writer in declaring again (he will be found to have done so

already more than once) that he has never for a moment lost

sight of the object to which he believes they will be found

conducive—the ' formation ' of the speaking voice ; and that

his frequent reference to the singing voice has been insep-

arable from the mode of treatment he has adopted. Any
musical knowledge or skill which the student who proposes

to give these processes a fair trial may possess will of course

increase his chances of turning them to good account. The
trained voice and ear will assuredly prove more apt than the

untrained, even in an altogether novel application of their

powers. At the same time, the musical preparation abso-

lutely needed for this trial is the smallest conceivable

—

amounting to little more than a knowledge of the names

and places, on some musical instrument, of three or four

notes, and skill enough to imitate these (in pitch) with his

voice.

Something, perhaps, should be added to what is said (in

p. 28) about the time of life at which vocal discipline, of
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whatever kind, is likely to be most, or at all, efficacious.

Obviously it may be undertaken, not only too late, but too

early. Experience seems to show that such discipline ap-

plied to the puerile singing voice is generally useless and
often mischievous : useless in its bearing on the second voice

which comes only with early manhood—a new instrument

;

and mischievous, if at all excessive, in diminishing the

^hances of that voice being large or agreeable. The culti-

vation ofthe speaking, like that of the singing, voice should

not be begun till the time when the adult organ (of man or

woman) begins to form—at ages varying in different cases,

from fifteen to eighteen.

The Tables at the end of this volume present most, if not

all, the monosyllabic combinations of the English alphabet,

classified according to their principal vowels and consonants

or combinations of consonants, initial or final. They have

been drawn up with two objects: (i) as materials for the

exercise of the voice
; (2) as a means whereby the student

may ascertain those combinations his utterance of which is

imperfect or attended with difficulty. Unless he be very

exceptionally constituted, or have been still more exception-

ally trained, he will be astonished at the number of these

—

supposing his ear to be sufficiently delicate to detect them.

Should he find the recitation of these isolated sounds tire-

some or ludicrous, he must remember that all preparatory

exercises, mental even as well as physical, are apt to appear

so
;
partly, no doubt, because practice is wasted excepting on

what we can yet do only imperfectly. It would of course be

more amusing to recite connected than unconnected words,

as it is more amusing to sing passages than single notes ; but

as assuredly no singing voice ever yet was formed by the

exclusive utterance of anything that could be called music,

so no speaking voice will ever be formed by the exclusive

utterance of anything that can be called literature.
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*^ CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTORY.

It is generally admitted that the Anglo-Saxon race, The English
voice.

now the majority of the population of Great Britain, are

less gifted vocally—have the vocal apparatus naturally in

less perfection, and artificially in worse order—than any

other variety of Indo-Europeans. As a rule, the English

voice, if not always of inferior quality, is almost always,

in intensity or capacity, inferior to (for instance) the

Italian, the German, or the Welsh. The number of

English speakers who can, without too evident effort and

for any length of time, fill our largest interiors, or make

themselves audible and intelligible at an open-air meeting,

is as small as the number of English singers who can

hold their own against a modem orchestra, or make their

presence felt in every part of the Crystal Palace transept.'

This incapacity is, however, of limited importance.

Few speakers are ever called upon to fill our largest

interiors, and addressing an open-air meeting is happily

a very exceptional duty. What really concerns us all is Average

that, under ordinary conditions, in rooms of moderate utterance,

size, in presence of very small audiences, nay, in common
conversation, no people give expression to their thoughts

—i. e. utter, not choose their words—so imperfectly and

with such an absence of charm as our countrymen. To
the foreign and unaccustomed ear the English language The English

sounds, as to the foreign eye the Welsh language looks,

/) B



INTRODUCTORY.

Chap. I. made up of consonants, and these hardly distinguishable

from one another. As a rule, our speech is wanting both

in resonance and distinctness. We reduce to a minimum

the sonority of our vowels, and omit or amalgamate

with one another half of our consonants. Incompetent

readers, slovenly speakers, and illiterate singers are of

coiu-se ready at all times to shift the responsibility for

these shortcomings from themselves to the language

which they habitually disfigure or misrepresent. The

tools of bad workmen are proverbially in fault—blunt,

not in fault, crookcd, cracked, infirm—every way ineflScient. A care-

ful and impartial comparison of modern European lan-

guages must inevitably result in the conviction that, in

sonority, only one surpasses, and only two or three equal,

our own. Certain it is, that from the most sonorous of

these—the Italian—it is possible to compress into an in-

telligible sentence many very uncouth vocables^, especially

when he who uses them knows the value of ' harsh din

'

as a set-off" to euphony ; while, on the other hand, English

passages without number might be collected, especially

from our sixteenth- and seventeenth-century poets, which

for euphony—with which alone we have now to do—it

would be hard to equal, and impossible to surpass, in

any other living tongue.

A good deal of this has been said—said again and

again, and very forcibly—before. Without taking into

account the professional 'elocution master' of other days,

whose labours, it is to be feared, have on the whole

thrown discredit on the art he professed, several educated

Englishmen have of late been devoting especial attention

* For instance:

—

'E se la scure mai tronca gli sterpi

Suona la selva al sibilar dei serpi.'

La Pia, Leggenda Romantica di B. Sestini, c. i. s. iv.

' Elocution
masters,'

past and
present.
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to the art of uttering the English language*, and are now Chap. i.

by precept and example, by public lecture and private

lesson, calling attention to their countrymen's short-

comings, and no doubt doing much to lessen their num-

ber and excess. It would seem however that these gen- Neglect of

tlemen—wisely perhaps in reference to an art so newdpies.

that thousands have not so much as heard of its exist-

ence ^ and would question its utility if they had—direct

the attention of their pupils rather to details than to first

principles, rather to what goes to make up style in de-

livery—emphasis, articulation, pace, and the like—than

to what underlies all these, the formation and manage-

ment of the voice.

This will be best illustrated and explained by reference

to a kindred art—the art of singing.

Singing, in its highest perfection, involves a combin- Singing

:

ation of gifts and accomplishments the rarity of which

is best expressed in the fact that no epoch can be named

in which all Europe combined could have furnished ex-

amples of more than half a dozen contemporary great

singers. The gifts needed for a singer may be briefly

specified as voice, ear and sensibility; the accomplish-

meHts, as those which go generally to make what is called

a good musician. Over and above these, sometimes even

all but making amends for the want of any or all of them,

the singer needs skill in an art altogether especial—thathowaspe-

of 'playing on the voice.' It would seem to be com-

monly supposed, even among musicians, that to make

^ In no one of the Universities of England, Ireland or Scotland

is this art systematically taught. A chair of ' Public Reading ' was

established some years since in connection with the ' Theological

Department ' of King's College, London.
* 'To read and to write,' says Dogberry, 'comes by Nature,'

—

so, by parity of reasoning, does to speak.

B 2
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Chap. 1. a si^ger nothin jis required but to bring musical know-

ledge to bear on voice and ear. ' If I had that man's

voice!' is an aspiration which has been expressed by

many an instrumental performer in respect to many a

well-endowed but incomplete vocalist ; the aspiration im-

plying of course that, having it, he would then and there

give expression through the coveted organ to such musical

power as he knows himself to be possessed of. The

vocalist might as reasonably exclaim, *Had I only that

man's fiddle!' He never does say so, because his wish

could easily be gratified, and his skill in using his new

possession tried,—everybody knows with what result.

The most accomplished of instrumentalists, nay, the most

learned and inventive of composers, could he be suddenly

endowed with the most sonorous, sweet, extensive and

flexible of voices, would find that he had much to do

before he could use it effectively. He would start with

even less than the usual advantage which a skilful per-

former on one artificial instrument has in taking up an-

• Formation* other. For the vocalist has not only to learn to play on
of the voice. '

his instrument, he has, to a certain extent, to ' make ' it

;

or, if this expression seem to imply too much, he has to

smooth its inequalities, deveiope its intensity, extend or,

it may be, reduce its compass, qualify it to endure long-

continued exertion ; in a word, bring it into perfect sub-

jection to his will, and make it really a part of himself

—

an organ for the expression of all that is within him.

Vocal disci- To the discipline by which alone this result is to be
pline in the

. , ,

last century, attamcd, the artists of the golden age of song, the last

century, submitted themselves, as a matter of course,

during a period of from three to six years ^. Among our

* Witness the well-known and well-authenticated story of Caffarelli

(1703-83), whose practice was restricted to a selection of passages
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contemporaries this discipline has generally been less Chap. i.

severe and of shorter duration. The art of the singer
"~"

dies with him, and a satisfactory comparison between past

and present vocal practitioners carmot be made. One
advantage, however, it is certain the former had over the

latter : their careers, on the average, like their apprentice-

ships, lasted much longer.

If the preparatory training which, it might seem ob- Want of

viously, the singer's art demands is often partially, some- inl'for the

"

times even wholly, neglected, we need not wonder that

all training akin to it, in relation to the speaker's—ap-

parently so much more easy, so much more 'natural'

—should be not only entirely neglected, but hardly even

recognised as at all necessary. The singer of to-day is

often the product of only a few months' special training,

—

not infrequently exceeded in brevity by his career. Still,

the most audacious of musical ' crammers ' does not ven-

ture to dispense with a certain amount, however small, of

instruction in the properties of the instrument the use of

which he professes to teach. Traditions—fast fading

traditions—of the practices of the Gasparinis, Redis,

Pistocchis and Porporas, of old, in respect to the ' form-

ation of the voice,' still hang, however loosely, about

out music schools, which even the crammer dare not

altogether ignore. The speaker only can venture to per-

form in the presence of the public on an instrument of

whose structure he knows nothing, and to whose capa-

bilities he has never given a moment's consideration. No
discipline analogous to that applied to the singing voice

written on one sheet of music-paper, for five out of the six years

during which he was under the instruction of Porpora. Dr. Bumey
met Caffarelli at Naples in 1770. Though he had quitted the stage

he still sang in public occasionally—at the age of 67.
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Chap. I. has cvcr been generally adopted among us for the speak-

ing voice, if indeed any has ever been prescribed : nor

—

this at least is certain—is the necessity for any such dis-

cipline at all generally admitted. It is the object of this

essay to show, not only that it is necessary, but that it is

practicable.



CHAPTER II.

THE HUMAN VOICE.

Musical sound is the result of periodic isochronous Uns\ca.\

or equal-toned vibrations of the atmosphere—vibrations

following one another at an appreciable pace. Sounds

whose constituent vibrations are irregular in their suc-

cession, and whose pace therefore is inappreciable, are

mere noise. All musical sounds are not equally agree-

able to the ear. Besides pitch, intensity and duration. Timbre.

sound has a fourth property, technically called timbre,

popularly quality. It is by its timbre that we distinguish

musical instruments of the same or similar compass from

one another ; e. g. the clarionet from the concertina, the

oboe from the flute. Individual musical instruments, even

of the same kind, are often easily identified by their

timbre exclusively; and (which is more remarkable) the

timbre of the same instrument, touched or inflated by

different performers, will often vary very sensibly. Vice

versa, it is possible to imitate very closely the timbre of

one instrument on another of a different class. Still, on

the whole, there is a strong family Ukeness among instru-

ments of the same class, and considerable unlikeness

among those of different classes. A practised ear would

be as little likely to mistake a cornet-a-piston for a trumpet

as a practised palate Chateau Margaux for Chambertin

;

though both the instruments and both the wines have

many points in common. Still less would it be possible
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ChAP. II. to mistake any artificial instrument for the human voice.

j^^y^^
Every attempt at imitating the latter by the former has

voice in- hithcrto resulted rather in caricature than in imitation.
imitable.

The so-called vox humana stop, for instance, in the Haar-

lem and some other organs, about which ignorant tourists

are wont to rave, might certainly be mistaken, for a mo-

ment, by an inattentive or undiscriminating listener, for

a voice—the voice of a very aged female, more ready

than skilful in its exercise. The vox humana of the Di-

vine Artificer is an incomparably more complex, as it is

an incomparably more beautiful, instrument than any of

its compeers. Fearfully and wonderfully is it made. Not

only is its mechanism more intricate, not only are its

constituent parts more niunerous and delicate, than those

of any artificial organ, but the action of these is compli-

cated by a condition from which every other instrument

is free. To this we shall return presently. For the

moment let us briefly review the mechanism of the human

voice.

The vocal 'The vocal mechanism,' says Professor WillisS 'may
mechanism.

be considered as consisting of lungs or bellows, capable

of transmitting, by means of the connect-

^^. ing windpipe, a current of air through

an apparatus contained in the upper
Larynx.

p^^.^ ^^ ^.j^^ windpipe, which is termed

<^ the larynx. This apparatus is capable

^ of producing various musical (and other)

g sounds, which are heard after passing

through a variable cavity consisting of
ungs or

jj^^ pharynx (the cavity behind the

tongue), mouth and nose'

The lungs. To the capacity and healthy state of the lungs is

* Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, No. ia.
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mainly due the intensity or force of a voice,—not its Chap. ii.

volume, which depends rather on the capacity and form

of the pharynx; nor its power of spreading over great

space and penetrating obstructions, which depends on

method of delivery or 'production'; but that effect on

the ear which results from the extent of the vibrations

caused by its action. The strength of the lungs may,

it is certain, be very considerably increased by careful

and judicious exercise; and (which more immediately

concerns us) their action may be made more effective

and easy by method; in familiar language, by taking

breath properly and at proper intervals of time.

Of the windpipe, which connects the lungs with the The wind-

larynx, little need be said. Unless it assume some ab-^*^'

normal and unhealthy condition, we are generally un-

conscious of its action, and might easily be unaware

even of its existence.

The larynx may be briefly described as a cartilaginous The larynx.

box, the encompassing parts or walls of which (suscept-

ible of very various, though not very extensive, motion)

regulate the tension of certain ligaments, called the

'vocal cords,' which, under the influence of the breath,

are the immediate causes of 'the voice.' It is possible

that these vocal cords may be subject to some action

analogous to the ' stopping ' of a musical string ; but it

is more probable that the varieties of pitch in the voice

are produced by their contraction and relaxation only.

In this case the voice in exercise may be compared to

a musical instrument continually under the hand of the

tuner ^.

* Detailed expositions of the nature and action of the vocal

mechanism aboimd in physiological works. For a full, clear and
concise rhumi of what is known on the subject, the student is
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Chap. II. From the difBculty, and till lately the impossibility,

of watching it in the living subject, the action of the

larynx in the production of sound is still but imperfectly

understood. Nor does that which is certainly known

about it encourage us to hope that extended know-

ledge would enable the will to act more directly upon

it than it does at present. Not so with the 'variable

cavity.'

The variable 'If says Professor Willis, 'the arrangement of the
cavity.

» u

vocal mechanism be artificially imitated by combining

together pipes and cavities with bellows, in a similar

order, and substituting for the larynx any elastic lamina

capable of producing musical sounds when vibrated by

the stream of air, it is found that by changing the form

of the cavity above it, the various qualities of the human

voice in speech may be so nearly imparted to the sound

which the imitative larynx is producing, as plainly to

show that /Aere is no necessity for seeking any power of

altering the quality of the notes in the larynx itself. This

then may be considered as merely an instrument for

producing certain musical notes, which are afterwards

to be converted into vowels, liquids, &c., by the proper

changes of form in the superior cavity.

Peculiarity ' We may remark, too, an essential difiference between
of the vocal '

mechanism, the vocal mechanism and our ordinary musical wind-

instruments, which are generally made up of some vibrat-

ing mouthpiece to generate the note, and an attached

cavity or pipe to govern and augment its tone, each

instrument having its peculiar quality; whereas the at-

tached cavity in the vocal machine is capable not only

of governing and improving the musical quaUty of the

referred to Marshall's Outlines of Physiology, Human and Com-
parative. London, 1867. Vol. i. pp. 248-272.
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note, but also of imparting to it all manner of various Chap. ii.

qualities, the numerous vowels and liquids of speech,

and also the perfect mimicry of the peculiar sounds of

nearly all animals and musical instruments.'

Thus then we are led to a very satisfactory and en-

couraging conclusion :—that, of the four properties of a

voice—intensity, compass, flexibility, and timbre—incom- Timbre de-

. -711 1 pendent on
parably the most important, timbre, depends not on the the variable

lungs, windpipe or larynx—occult organs over which
^^'^'

we have little direct control—but almost exclusively on

the disposition of that portion of the vocal mechanism

which is most open to observation and most obedient to

the will. It is to the relative positions of the constituent

parts of the ' variable cavity '—the tongue, the uvula, the

teeth, and the lips—that we must attribute the different

qualities we find in different voices, and even, at different

times, in the same voices. Of the action of the lungs,

the windpipe, and the larynx we can only for the most

part judge by the ear; that of a large portion of the

variable cavity is open also to the eye. Not only are its its action

results audible; its processes are visible. The speaker

or singer has but to place himself in a good light, oppo-

site to a looking-glass, and uttering successively various

sounds of speech or song, to see what position the re-

lative parts of the variable cavity (the lips, teeth, tongue,

uvula, &c.) assume when each is produced; and thereby

to ascertain why he utters one with ease, another with

difficulty, or fails entirely with a third. When, for ex-

ample, we emit a sound which strikes the ear as nasal,

we can not only feel that the ventricles at the back of the

veil of the palate are wholly or partially closed, but see

the elevation of the back of the tongue which is generally

the cause of the closure. So other qualities to which we
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Chap. II. apply, somcwhat vaguely, the epithets thick, thin, throaty^

mouthy, and the like, are one and all referable to different

actions which it would generally be found possible,

though often no doubt difficult, to correct partially, if

not wholly.



CHAPTER III.

SPEECH AND SONG.

It has been said* that the action of the vocal me- Action of

chanism is complicated by a condition from which that mechanism.

of every other musical instrument is free. It is this :

—

The instrumental performer has merely to play\ the

vocal performer has not merely to play, but to say—and

both at the same instant. Doubtless thousands of vocal

passages exist (not however wanting their raison d'etre)

the execution of which involves little or no saying—
passages which are rather played on the larynx than

sung by the voice. But these are only examples of the

greater including the less. Though the voice is inimit-

able by any instrument, more than one instrument is

imitable by the voice. In the full acceptation of the singing

term, there is no singing without saying: that which is^ying"

sung must also be said.

Not only so. The converse of this proposition, if not

always wholly, is very often approximately, true. There

is no saying without (some) singing : that which is effec-

tively and agreeably said must be (partially) sung. ' Est

in dicendo etiam quidam cantus obscurior "^^

Musical sounds are more agreeable to most ears than Musical

unmusical. Music is preferable, and generally preferred

to noise. Moreover, isochronous vibrations are more

* p. 8. ' Cicero, Orator, c. xviii.
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Chap. 111. extcnsivc in their range than others, and are audible and

Its advan-
apprcciablc at greater distances. In familiar language,

tages. music 'travels further' than noise. The recognition of

this fact would seem to have been coeval with the in-

fancy, if not the very birth, of oratory. It is attested in

the well-ascertained practice of pagan antiquity, in the

traditions of the Christian Church, and even in the

nature-prompted utterances of the street-cryer. The
The'ac- accetitus eccksiasHcus may or may not be justifiable on
ccntus ccclc" a-rv •

siasticus.' SBSthctic grouuds. There is no occasion to fight its

battle on any such. Practical convenience—absolute

necessity sometimes—is at hand to account for its origin

Its utUity. and justify its long-continued use. The first person who

ever attempted to address a very large assembly must

have discovered, by the time he had uttered a dozen

words, that if what he had to say was to be made not

only audible but intelligible to any but those immediately

about him, his utterance must be partially musical

;

and that the more numerous his audience, and the

larger his auditorium, the more musical must that ut-

terance be. It is purely gratuitous, however, to specu-

late on what might, could, would, or should have been

the practice of past times, historic or prehistoric, in this

particular. Every factory, every ship, and (more familiar

instance) every street will furnish us with examples in

plenty of accentus and even of concenius—of partially and

Street cries, even of perfectly musical utterance. At the beginning of

each winter may be heard from end to end of any toler-

ably quiet London street,

—

sand bags I
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while no one who has spent a day in Edinburgh, at a Chap. in.

certain season of the year, can have failed to catch the

ring of the Newhaven

i
Cal-ler her- ring and cod!

\

Neither vender of sand-bags nor fish-wife have any inten-

tion of commending their wares through the meretricious

aid of art ; the one has not been encouraged by the prob-

able example of Demosthenes and -^schines, nor does

the other know—assuredly she would be shocked to learn

—that her song is a rag of Popery. Window-bag man
and caller-herring woman want to be heard, as far and as

well as possible ; and they set about making themselves

heard in the easiest and most effective maimer.

If it be true then, which few will be found to dispute,

that musical is more agreeable than any other kind of

sound ; also, which is not equally obvious but equally

true, that musical is audible over a greater area than any

other kind of sound,—it would seem desirable to intro-

duce as much of it as possible into our utterance, whether

addressed to few or to many, in small spaces or in large.

Indeed, universal assent to this might seem to be implied

in the epithet by which, more than by any other, a

pleasing voice is characterised. The epithets strong,

sweet, dear (figurative all three) are no doubt familiar

to us in connection with voices; as are their opposites,

feeble, harsh, and husky. But, by universal consent, the Musical

highest tribute to a voice is conveyed in the word musical,
^°*'^**"

—not used figuratively or analogically, but simply and

directly. By a musical voice is always meant a voice the

• very sound of which gives pleasure, altogether irrespective
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Chap. III. of, or (it may be safer to say) over and above, the sense

conveyed by it.

It would seem then that the sweetness and strength of

vocal utterance, as of every other kind of sound, are greater

or less as they are more or less musical ; and, to advance

another step, that words spoken fall more or less pleasantly

upon the ear, and also spread themselves over a larger

area, as they approximate to, or partake of, the character

Speech and of words sung. Yet the two acts of speaking and singing

are different acts notwithstanding; they have their dif-

ferent uses and their different occasions of use—occasions

when it would be most inconvenient and impertinent to

interchange them. And unless we keep this in mind we
may injure both ; rob song of its especial charm, and

make speech ridiculous. How is speech to be made

more musical without being turned into song ?

Their like- We shall be enabled to answer this question by-and-
ness and their

,

. i . . i . i ...
uniikeness. by. As a prelimmary, let us ascertain the particulars in

which speech and song essentially differ from, as well as

resemble, one another.

In speech the voice glides up and down what, by an

allowable figure, may be called an inclined plane : in song

it makes steps, the proportions of which to one another

are ascertained,

Speech is for the most part heard only during the

passage of the voice from one sound to another : it is the

result of intervals : in song intervals are traversed silently,

and the voice is heard only on sounds—the terms or

boundaries of intervals. The variations of pitch in speech

may be compared to the effect produced by sliding the

finger up and down a vibrating string; those in song to

that produced by 'stopping' such a string at certain

points, and at no others.
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In brief: speech consists almost exclusively oi concrete Chap. in.

sounds ; song almost^ exclusively of discrete sounds.
concrete

But, as the differences between speech and song are ^<^ ^'^"^'^
' i- o sounds.

great, so are the resemblances. True, the one consists

of concrete, the other of discrete, sounds ; but sounds are

sounds, whether concrete or discrete. Moreover, speech

and song are produced by the same instrument—the

voice, and though in a somewhat different manner, yet

according to the same laws; similar varieties of pitch,

intensity, and even timbre resulting from its action in

both, only resulting more frequently and rapidly in speech

than in song.

' The 'portamento' of song (imitable on bowed instruments)

presents the only instance in which concrete sounds are employed

musically. •



CHAPTER IV.

THE VOCAL REGISTERS.

Varieties of SpEECH and song are results of the action of the same

instrument, the voice. Every voice, whether in speaking

or singing, can act in more ways or manners than one,

—

always in two ways, sometimes in three. The series of

sounds severally thus produced in the same manner are

Registers, somctimes called registers—a convenient, if not perfectly

accurate, appellation. The extent or compass of these

registers varies in different voices even of the same kind

;

indeed it is variable even in the same voice. That is to

say, the manner of * production' appropriate or * natural'

to the upper sounds of the first register can be applied to

some of the lower sounds of the second, and vice versa.

Where the power of varying the production of these

border notes is altogether wanting, or very limited, what is

called among singers a break in the voice betrays itself,

whenever the passage from one register to another has to

be made at all rapidly. To what particular adjustments

of the vocal apparatus these different productions are due

is at present uncertain*. That they are different is easily

to be ascertained, in his own person, by every one who
can sing, or speak; for in this matter, as in so many
others, the speaking voice resembles the singing. Two
of these modes of production at least are natural to

everybody. It is as natural to sing or to speak ' from

' See Marshall's 'Outlines of Physiology,' vol. i. p. 263.
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the head' as 'from the chest ^;' but to use either mode Chap. iv.

exclusively is attended with great inconvenience and even
^j^

some danger, and is therefore assuredly «/«natural. Yet this, ^"5^
'

^^^^^'

it is certain, is what the majority of English people do. Not Too exciu-

only so ; for the most part they use all but exclusively formed
°

that one of the two which is least fitted to do the most

work—the second register, or 'head voice,' which, from

its comparative feebleness and limited extent, would seem

to have been provided by nature only as a supplement

or relief to, because a change from, the first. In the

ordinary transactions of life, in the dialogue or trialogue,

or the ' personal talk ' of a small circle, the disadvantages

of this exclusive use of the weaker register are not much

felt; and were they only concerned, the matter would

hardly be worth further consideration. But a habit, of

speech or aught else, is not easily shaken oflf ; or if shaken

off, as it often is, suddenly, it is likely to be exchanged

for a worse one. Quite ignorant of the facts just stated, Conse-

generally without vocal discipline of any kind, an English-

'

man called upon to address a large assembly for the first

time in his life, is all at once made aware that the vocal

production to Avhich he is habituated fails him utterly. He
makes a variety of impromptu experiments in pitch and

intensity, some of them ludicrous and all unsuccessful

;

and having soared to heights unsustainable by human

* These popular expressions, though open to some objection,

represent a partial if not a whole truth. Whatever may be the

varieties in the action of the vocal cords from which the qualities

they represent may result, their 'sounding-board' in the one case

seems to be the head, and in the other the chest. Whether the third

register orfalsetto—altogether wanting to many voices—is the result

of a third mode of production, or of a slight modification of the

second, is uncertain. Its consideration has little practical bearing

on our subject—the speaking voice.

C 2

quences.
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Chap. IV. throat and insupportable to human ear, he drops past

that mean elevation at which alone he might have poised

himself securely, and, plunging 'deeper than ever

plummet sounded,' is lost in an incomprehensible

growl.

But this is not all. The exclusive use of one, and that

the weaker register, as indeed any other form of bad

production of the voice, is attended not only with incon-

venience—the inconvenience of being unpleasantly heard,

or the greater one of not being heard at all—but ' even

with some danger'—that of a chronic disorganisation of

Clerical sore the * vocal mcchauism. ' We have all heard of ' clerical
throat

:

sore throat.' The expression is familiar and accepted.

Everybody knows what it means. It is attributed to a

variety of causes, most often to over-exertion of the vocal

organs. Yet a very little consideration might show that

this cause has, in most cases, no part in it whatever.

For who, among the body whence it derives its particular

appellation, are the principal sufferers from it? Those

who are concerned in daily Services, or those whose

public ministrations are for the most part limited to one

day in the week? Notoriously the latter. Moreover,

who ever heard of ' histrionic ' or * theatrical' sore throat ?

It would be rash to assert that there is no such disorder,

but assuredly there is no especial and accepted name for

it. During how many days or hours in a year is the

work of an actor in the fullest occupation interrupted by

disorganisation of his vocal powers? As a rule, not

not the re- seldom, but ncvcr. Thus we are inevitably driven to two

use, but of conclusions: (i) that clerical sore throat is not generally

the voice, (if cvcr) the mere result of over-exertion; and (2) that

the majority of actors know how to produce their voices,

and the majority of the clergy do not. Except therefore
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in those rare cases where the organisation, laryngeal or Chap, iv.

pulmonary, is naturally so feeble as to render any ex-

ercise of the voice dangerous, clerical sore throat would

seem to be the result, not of too much exercise of the

vocal mechanism, but of too little. This proposition,

however, requires qualification.

Impunity from throat disorders, for speaker or singer, Vocai pro-

depends ultimately on his* method of speaking or sing-

ing—on the way in which he ' produces' his voice. One
who has frequent occasion to tax his vocal powers more

severely than in common conversation, be it in the read-

ing-desk or the professorial chair, on the platform, or the

floor of the House, will eventually do one of two things

—

fail utterly, or find out a mode of delivery which, even if

imperfect, will be better than that of one whose oppor-

tunities of exercising his voice are fewer and further apart.

Moreover the frequent public speaker or reader practises Practice,

of necessity more than the occasional one. True, his

practice is carried on in the presence of the public ; but

if his method be good it will be little less efficacious on

that account. Practice

—

daily practice—is the first and

chief condition on which we can hope to improve in, or

even keep our hold on, an art ; for all arts involve phy-

sical exercise. How few are the /^frequent or occasional

speakers who, in the intervals of their public appearances,

practise, or think of practising, in private 1 No musical among

111 1 r r J •
niusical per-

performer who had ceased even for a few days to exercise formers.

his voice, or his hand, let his gifts or accomplishments

be what they might, would dream of coming suddenly

before an audience, large or small, till he had carefully

tested the condition of the one or the other, and re-

stored it to its normal state by the necessary discipline.

It is only the speaker who can venture to dispense with
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Chap. IV. this,—With what Tcsult wc know. Many a parish priest

in Great Britain who, during six days in the week, rarely

uses his voice with more than average conversational

force, will unhesitatingly, on the seventh, read prayers two

or even three times, and preach as often, in a large and

crowded church. Can we wonder that he is so often the

victim of chronic laryngeal inflammation? The art of

speaking, Uke every other art, has to be maintained after

it has been attained. It can only be maintained by un-

intermittent and judicious exercise.

But it is not merely as a means of escape from per-

sonal inconvenience that the cultivation and exercise of

the speaking voice are to be recommended. They are

aggressive as well as conservative agencies in the never-

ending war against error and vice, so large a part in

which has always been taken by oratory. A good pro-

duction of voice will not only render speaking easier to

him who has attained it, but plainer and more delightful

to his hearers. Without it, every other good quality of

speech will appear at a disadvantage. For other good

qualities speech assuredly has—qualities which only a

good production will set off to the greatest advantage,

but which are not unfrequently found dissociated from it.

It is not to be denied that many speakers to whom Nature

has been anything but bountiful, and who have never

availed themselves of the resources of Art to make

amends for her shortcomings, do succeed in making

themselves both audible and intelligible to large audiences.

For a bad production of voice does not of necessity pre-

clude, though it must add something to the difficulty of,

distinct utterance. The voice itself may be deficient in

strength, sweetness or variety, yet the syllables of which

it is the vehicle may be clearly made out. The utter-
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ance of itself may have no charm ; there may be ' no Chap. iv.

music in it'; we may hear without pleasure; but if

we do hear and understand what is addressed to us,

one, and that the chief, end of speech will have been

attained. The pabulum may be altogether flavourless

or even distasteful, but it will keep body and soul

together.



CHAPTER V.

COMPASS.

Speech, as we have seen, differs from song in the un-

determinateness of the sounds composing it; this un-

determinateness resulting from the greater rapidity with

which those sounds succeed one another, and, still more,

from their being concrete, not discrete. To speak, there-

fore, in the proper sense of the word, ' on a given note,'

or succession of notes forming part of any recognised

scale, is simply impossible. A musical sound, however

brief, is, of necessity, a sustained sound ; and, in sustaining

The speak- souuds, wc do uot spcak but siug. It is more difficult

ing voice.'" therefore to ascertain and define the compass of a speak-

ing than of a singing voice
; yet it is certain that, as there

is a pitch at about which, or (more properly) as there is

a range within which, each of us can sing, so there is a

range within which each of us can speak, most easily,

Their most effectively, and for the longest time. These ranges,

fde^tkiai. whatever effect misuse of the vocal mechanism may have

had upon them, should be, and in a perfectly natural or

well-trained voice are, identical. We can, or should be

able to, sing at any pitch at which we can speak, to speak

at any pitch at which we can sing ; and, moreover, to

sing best at that pitch at which we can speak best, to

speak best at that pitch at which we can sing best.
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In both speaker and singer the portion of the voice Chap. v.

most often called into requisition, and therefore most ^^ ^
important, is that which is farthest from its extremes, of 'he voice

* to be most
This truth has, time immemorial, been acknowledged in, used.

and confirmed by, the practice both of the lyric and of

the non-lyric stage. The 'unaccompanied' recitative of

Italian opera which, as delivered by skilful Italian per-

formers, approximates rather to speech than song, is, ,

save in passages demanding exceptional energy, for the

most part limited to the musical interval of z. fourth}—
notoriously a very small portion of a cultivated voice,

which sometimes extends over, and sometimes exceeds,

two octaves. Again, the recognised theatrical expression Level

'level speaking,' though partially applicable to intensity

as well as pitch, sufficiently indicates what is the theory

and practice of good actors, by whom the power of ' level

speaking' is regarded as one of the most precious, as it is

one of the rarest, of histrionic gifts and accomplishments ^

High excellence in speech has, without doubt, been

attained by many who have had no skill in song. Never-

theless there is good reason for believing that, in the

majority of cases, the surest and shortest way to the

former would be found through the latter; and that the

speaking voice would be best ' formed,' and soonest

brought under control, by the practice of musical sounds. Practice of

The first business then of the student of the art of speaking sounds.

* The 'unaccompanied' recitative of The Count in Mozart's

'Nozze di Figaro' lies nearly all between F and Bb—notes lying

nearest the middle of the barytone voice—the average or typical

voice of man, the mean between the exceptional tenore assoluto and

the equally exceptional basso profondo.
" An accomplished actress of the last generation, Mrs. Davison,

spoke of it to the writer as the distinguishing characteristic of the

elder Kean's delivery.
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Chap. V. must be to ascertain what is the extreme compass of his

singing voice.

Even an uncultivated voice will generally be found to

extend over at least twelve successive 'diatonic' sounds;

those of a Bass voice ranging from about G to D, those

of a Tenor from about C to G.

Tenor

Compass of
male voices.

Bass

Of female. The compass of the/emale voice is identical with that

of the male, the sounds being however an octave higher

;

those of a Contralto ranging from G to D, those of a

Soprano from C to G.

Soprano

Contralto

Every voice, whether in speaking or singing, can pro-

duce sounds in more ways and manners than one. ' The

series of sounds severally thus produced in the same man-

Compass of ner are called registers.' As a rule, the first register con-

register, sists of the first or lowest octave of a voice, the second

of what remains above this. Thus the first register of

the Bass ends at or about G, that of the Tenor at or

about C^
These registers are commonly easily distinguishable,

both by the cultivated ear of the listener, and (which for

' These limits of course vary slightly in individual voices.
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the moment is more important) by the physical sensa- Chap. v.

tions of the vocalist. Not only have the sounds of the

first register more volume, not only are they capable of

greater intensity, though they are not necessarily always

more intense, than those of the second, but in their

production the tension of the vocal cords is sensibly

increased, while a greater pressure of breath is manifestly

exercised to set them in vibration.

'Whether of speaker or singer, the part of the voice

most often to be called into requisition, and therefore

most important, is that which \^farthestfrom its extremes'

In the Bass voice this part will consist of the notes D E
F G, in the Tenor of G A B C. One or other of these

will be, to borrow a term from mediaeval musical practice,

the dominant note ^—that note on which the vocalist can The domin-

' speak and sing with the best effect, with the greatest ease,

and for the greatest length of time.' In the Bass voice

this will probably be E or F, in the Tenor A or B—notes

falling well within the first register of either voice. Con-

trol over these dominant notes, then, is the first thing to

be attained.

' Every art is best taught by example' ; and so difficult Example and
precept

and delicate an art as that of ' forming the voice,' whether

of speaker or singer, cannot safely be carried on long by

mere precept. A few minutes' viva voce illustration, given

by a skilful teacher, will often avail more than many pages

of written direction and explanation. Still, in the absence

of such illustration, or as supplementary to it, direction

and explanation may not be without their use, even in

relation to matters so essentially practical as those be-

fore us.

I The dominant is the reciting-note of plainsong, and under the

old tonality the ' key-note,' so far as a key-note was possible.
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Chap. V. It must be premised that the discipline we are

y ~. about to recommend, in common with physical discipline

cipiine, when of whatever kind, cannot be undertaken with much hope
of use. -^ '

of its being of use, by persons advanced in life\ or

(whatever their age) who cannot what is called ' tell one

note from another.' The number of such persons, even

in England, has always been small ; it is now still smaller,

and the apparent dulness of ear of a great many of these

is simply the result of affectation. They 'cannot' be-

cause they will not.

Our directions for practice must be preceded by a few

considerations on a matter of the first importance and

essentially practical—respiration.

' 'As life advances, and as the frame becomes more mature, with

all its structures complete and consolidated, susceptibility of material

change diminishes, and actual gain in bodily power is comparatively

uncertain and slow. But there is no period of active life in which a

man may not safely profit by systematised exercise if judiciously

pursued.' Maclaren's ' System of Physical Education.'
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RESPIRATION.

It will be well to begin by disposing of a popular a popular

fallacy in relation to this subject,—that the vocalist ^ ^^^"

(speaker or singer) should be always provided with a

supply of ' breath ' to meet all emergencies of perform-

ance or delivery. Such a supply there is no means of

providing, nor is it needful that there should be any.

In the first place, the human body is not furnished The vocal

with any receptacle, like the ' wind-chest ' of an organ or not furnished

the * bag ' of a bagpipe, within which air can be kept in chest,

reserve for an indefinite time. The mechanism of the

voice has little analogy with that of the first of these

instruments. In some degree it resembles that of the

harmonium, the bellows of which act almost directly on

the vibrating tongues which are its chief sources of sound.

More closely perhaps it resembles any ordinary wind-

instrument—the obbe, for instance, which is silent, save

under the immediate influence of the performer's breath.

And, secondly, vocal utterance is only one, and that

not the most important, of the functions of respiration.

The lungs are the primary motive power not only of the

vocal mechanism but of the whole body. Respiration at Respiration

fi'cquent intervals is a condition of life itself; as indis- only for

pensable to the Carthusian monk as to the Dominican mechanism,

preacher—to the vocalist silently counting his * rests ' as

to him whose ' part ' is unbroken by them.
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Chap. VI.

Different
conditions
under which
respiration is

to be made.

Respiration
a means of
expression.

Pace of
respiration.

Silent

expiration.

But though respiration, whether the voice be active or

passive, must be made at intervals not infrequent, the

conditions under which it has to be made are not in both

cases the same. When the vocal mechanism is at rest,

respiration is made regularly; the lungs are filled and

emptied again at or at about equal intervals of time. But

during speaking or singing this is not so : /aspiration and

fjtT)iration must then (both of them) be regulated, in ex-

tent as well as in frequency, by the length and con-

struction of the phrases, rhetorical or musical, or both,

which have to be said or sung. Not only is the act of

taking breath at certain intervals physically necessary, but

when those intervals are dictated by the matter to be

uttered, it may, of itself, become a powerful means of

expression, and itself add largely to the force and clear-

ness whether of oratory or song.

The action of the lungs during speaking or singing

would seem to differ from their action when the voice is

at rest chiefly in this :—that in the latter condition (as we
have seen) inspiration and expiration are made at, or

nearly at, equal intervals of time ; whereas in the former,

?«spiration should be made as quickly and ^.rpiration as

slowly as possible. The first of these acts, rapid inspir-

ation, thoiigh demanding some care, is not hard of at-

tainment; the second, deliberate and controlled expir-

ation, is somewhat more so. Both will be rendered

easier if we consider that the animal economy is as well

cared for when expiration is the cause of sound as when

it is not. Every particle of air, therefore, which a speaker

or singer (in action) exhales silently is wasted—is some-

thing taken from the force and volume and, ease of his

utterance. As the sound of the violin reaches the ear the

instant the bow of the skilful violinist touches the string.
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SO should that of the voice, at the instant expiration—the Chap. vi.

bowing of the vocalist—begins ; no interval of time being

left during which air may escape from the lungs without

being turned to account in the production of sound.

Many speakers and even singers disregard this; having

taken breath, they give some of it out again defore their

utterance commences,—obviously with a loss of power.

It is possible of course for a speaker or a singer to inspiration.

take breath too often, as well as not often enough. Of

the two bad practices the latter is perhaps the most com-

mon ; certainly it is the more disagreeable to the auditor.

Sometimes it is the result simply of want of method or

of thought. Sometimes, however, it is a rhetorical artifice,

whereby the speaker strives to raise himself to an un-

wontedly high pitch of enthusiasm, or to convey to his

auditors the impression that he has reached it. The

utterance, generally rapid and acute, of a long paragraph

during one expiration, inevitably brought to an end by

a gasp, may, with him who originated the practice, have

been, and therefore have seemed, unconscious; on the

cultivated hearer of to-day it can have no other effect

than that of a very clumsy, very transparent, and very

vulgar trick.



CHAPTER VII.

THE VOCAL ELEMENTS.

Vowels and
consonants.

The vowel
aa.

Words are made up of vowels and consonants.

Though it be not without exception true that consonants

have no individual phonetic existence, it is certain that

vowels have ; that consonants are practically initiatory,

distributive, or interruptory only, indeed altogether de-

pendent on vowels ; and that of necessity therefore vowels

are eminently the sounds of speech (consonants being

rather the noises), and form the sole element of it which

admits of any appreciable variety of pitch, duration, in-

tensity, or timbre. As it is in the utterance of vowels

alone that we can estimate the voice, whether of speaker

or singer, so it must be through their instrumentality

exclusively, in the first instance, that we can hope to

develope its sweetness and strength, whether in speaking

or singing. Not only so : on one vowel only is the timbre

of the human voice to be heard in its highest perfection

—

the vowel a, pronounced as in the English word * father.'

During the perfect utterance of this vowel, which, to dis-

tinguish it from a pronounced as in * day,' we shall in

future write as aa, the teeth will be at least sufficiently

apart to admit of the insertion of a finger between them

;

the tongue will lie along the bottom of the mouth, its tip

resting on the lower teeth, and forming a curve cor-

responding to that presented by the roof of the mouth.

If the teeth be not sufficiently apart the timbre will want

resonance and openness ; if the tongue be not sufficiently
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advanced, or if it approach the roof of the mouth too Chap.vii.

nearly, it will also want purity—become guttural or nasal.

This last imperfection may likewise be induced by extra-

vagant retrocession of the corners of the mouth ; the slight

smile formed by the lips being tightened into a grin.

Recent physiological researches have justified the choice

of aa not merely as the vowel on which the voice is

heard to the greatest advantage, but also as that on which,

with a view to its improvement, it should be most exer-

cised. Professor Willis has shown that by setting a reed in Artificial

vibration, and gradually elongating the tube which aug- of vowels,

ments and governs its sounds, a series of sounds closely

resembling in their timbre the vowels e, a, aa, 0, 00, is

produced. In like manner the tube which augments and Natural,

governs the vocal mechanism—the mouth—is, so to

speak, elongated as the vowels are uttered in the above

order ; i. e. more and more of it is brought into operation,

— (? being formed at the back of the mouth, 00 at the most

advanced part of it, indeed by the lips almost exclusively

;

while aa proceeds from the centre, where the utmost

resonance is possible.

This discovery not only justifies the choice of aa as the

vowel on which the voice should be most, and first, ex-

ercised, but suggests the order in which the practice of

the other vowels should be taken up. As aa is formed in

the central position of the oral tube, so are and a in that o and a.

nearest to it ; the former involving the employment of

more of the tube than the latter.

To the utterance of these vowels on the dominant notes Utterance

—those nearest to the middle of his voice,—now sus- dominant

taining them, now attacking them suddenly and quitting

them in like manner, at various degrees of intensity, the

student should devote a good deal of time and his very

D
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Chap. VII. bcst attention. He should begin with and often return to

the practice of aa ; begin with it because it is easiest, and

return to it because experience has shown it to be the

most useful. The practice of aa had best be followed by

that of 0, and that of o by that of a. Oo had better conie

next, and e, incomparably the most difiBcult, last. The
maintenance of the proper adjustment of the variable

cavity may be tested from time to time by the eye, with

the aid of a looking-glass ; and that of the pitch by occa-

sional reference to a musical instrument ; the ear of course

being continually brought to bear on both.

The These vowels may be preceded and followed in their
consonants. ' '•

Utterance by the various consonants \ of which the dentals,

labials, and liquids (one excepted) will generally be found

the most easy of formation, the gutturals, sibilants, and

one of the liquids the most difficult. Individual pecu-

liarities or confirmed bad habits, however, make it diffi-

cult or impossible to prescribe any rule or order for the

practice of consonants. The student should carefully

and critically test his power and readiness in the form-

ation of these various adjuncts of speech, and practise

those especially in which he finds himself weakest and

slowest. Those in which the majority of Englishmen

s and r. fail are the sibilant s, and the liquid r ; the former being

frequently replaced by the lighter th, and the latter still

^ In the order of their formation there is an analogy between the

consonants and vowels. As e, a, aa, o, and oo are formed in parts of

the variable cavity successively more advanced (i. e. by successive

elongations of the vocal tube), so are the consonants, the order of

which is as follows :

—

g and k (gutturals) ; d and t (dentals) ; v and

/, b and p (labials) ; z and s (sibilants). So with the liquids, of

which r is formed by the most backward action, / by the next, n by

the next, and m by the most forward ; and so again with gh and ch,

dh and th, zh and sh.
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more frequently by w, with or without a slight guttural. Chap. vii.

That a perfect formation of the sibilant is, save in very

rare cases, possible to everybody, we believe. The lisp is

commonly either an affectation or the result of careless-

ness. How far the formation of the liquid r (the result

of a much more diflficult and complex action) is possible

in all cases, we are not in a condition to say. Perhaps

the suppression of it by some may be due to the insist-

ance on it by others. For to insist too pointedly on this

liquid—to roll it—is certainly inelegant and indeed un-

English, and to bridge over the hiatus formed by two

following vowels by means of it, insufferably vulgar ; but

to drop it out of the phonetic alphabet, to ignore its

existence, as it were, altogether, is gratuitously to make

a sacrifice of one of the most important elements of

language. Its absence from such words as terror, horror,

roar, crushing, rolling, and innumerable others, will render

the delivery of the most touching passage irresistibly

ludicrous ^.

At the end of this volume are tables, in one or other of Tables of

which will be found examples of the principal combina- consonants.

tions of vowels and consonants used in the English lan-

guage.

No, I consists of words composed of long unmixed Long

vowels, preceded and followed by every consonant, or

combination of consonants, formed by a single action of

the variable cavity.

No. 2 consists of words composed of short unmixed Short
vowels.

^ There is really little to choose between
' I come to hxxwy Csesar, not to pwaise him,'

and the (in London especially) more common
* Being the right idear of your father.'

D 2
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Chap. VII.

Mixed
vowels.

Double and
triple

consonants.

Sustained
sounds.

The vowel

Short
vowels.

Mixed
vowels.

vowels, preceded and followed by the same single or

combined consonants.

No. 3 consists of words composed of mixed vowels,

preceded and followed again by the same single or com-

bined consonants.

Nos. 4, 5, and 6 consist of words composed of long,

short, and mixed vowels, preceded and followed by

double and triple consonants.

In its bearing on the cultivation of the voice, the prac-

tice of the sounds in No. i is, beyond all comparison,

likely to be more efficacious than of those in any of the

other tables. The long vowels admit of being sustained ;

and only by sustaining sounds can we hope to judge

fairly of and, if need be, correct the 'production' of

which they are the result. The syllables in the third

column (those formed on ad) should be practised first

and most; those in the first column (on e) last. The

utterance of each syllable should be preceded by a rapid

z'wspiration, and accompanied (or achieved) by as slow an

^.^piration as possible. No change whatever should be

made in the position of any part of the variable cavity

during the utterance of an unmixed vowel. The forma-

tion of the consonant, initial or final, should be all but

instantaneous.

The syllables in No. 2, on the contrary, are composed

of vowels which do not admit of being sustained. Their

perfect utterance therefore will be the result of a single

effort, and their duration inconsiderable. On attempting

to prolong any one of these syllables it will be found that

its vowel is insensibly changed;

—

I, e, a, severally ap-

proximate to e, d, da; and o and ii assume a guttural

or nasal timbre.

The syllables in No. 3 (those in the first column ex-
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cepted) are composed each of two vowels, one of which Chap. vii.

can be sustained, the other not. Thus of u-=.ydd, and
"

ou= aaoo, the former vowel must be uttered rapidly, while

the latter only can be sustained. After an instant, the

vowel in cue will be indistinguishable from that in coo.

Of i = doe, on the contrary, the former vowel, only must

be sustained, the latter being uttered rapidly, at the in-

stant the syllable is brought to an end. So with oi-=aue,

the prolongation of the latter vowel in which entirely

disguises the character of the word of which it forms

part.

The syllables formed of long and mixed vowels in

Nos. 4, 5, and 6 admit of equal prolongation with those

in No. I. Those formed of short vowels are charac-

terized rather by strength than sweetness, and owe most

of their effect to the energy and clearness with which the

consonants of which they are so largely composed are

uttered. In such words as prism, ledge, month, the noise

of the successive consonants all but overpowers the tran-

sient soimd of the single vowel. The last letters in the

plural months are perhaps the most difficult of utterance

in the English language. The word is commonly pro-

nounced munce.



CHAPTER VIII.

THE SECOND REGISTER.

Although, from its greater volume, compass, and pos-

sible intensity, the first or lower register is that on which

the principal burthen of speech (as of song) should be

The second cast, the sccoud mav be made a very valuable adjunct to
register

it, as well in varying the quality and extending the com-

pass of the voice, as in lessening the fatigue of the

Its compass, vocalist. The second register generally begins, as we

have seen, with the second or upper octave. From about

G in the Bass voice, and C in the Tenor, the sounds, as

compared with those of the first register, are produced

or producible with a slighter tension of the vocal chords

and quality, and a Smaller expenditure of breath. Quite irrespec-

tive of their pitch, too, they are also distinguishable

from them by a thinner and generally somewhat brighter

quality.

The student, having obtained some control over his

first register, through the practice already prescribed, will

proceed to the cultivation of the second, by the recitation

(as before) of vowels and consonants (in similar order),

on the lower notes of it: in the Bass voice on A, B, and

C ; in the Tenor on D, E, and F. This practice need not

(nor should it) be carried on very long. The second

register, as we have already said, is not adapted for con-

tinued exclusive use ; and the probabilities are that the

student has already exercised it, involuntarily, too much
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—thus adding to the diflSculty (one of the greatest the Chap.viii.

singer has to deal with) of making the transition from

one register to the other without an apparent * break.'

It has been shown that the ' productions ' natural and Border

I, . I . , , notes.
generally appropriate to the two registers may be parti-

ally interchanged; i.e. that the adjustment of the vocal

mechanism natural to the first may be applied to some of

the sounds of the second, and vice versa. In every voice

there is a point at which this interchange can most easily

be made—one note at least which can be produced with-

out difficulty, either * from the chest ' or ' from the head,'

at will. This will probably be the upper note of the first

octave—G in the Bass voice, and C in the Tenor. Above

and below these, however, two, three, or more notes will

generally be found susceptible of this variety or inter-

change of production. The student will apply to these

notes, beginning with that particular one to which they

are most easily applied, first one production, then the

other, using the vowels and consonants as before. In

the application of the ' chest ' production to the notes of

the second register—virtually in extending the compass

of the first—he will find it necessary to bring a greater

pressure of breath upon them than before. On the other

hand, in the application of the ' head ' production to the

notes of the first register, he will find a lesser pressure of

breath sufficient.

Having attained a certain control over his voice in the

utterance of isolated vowels, preceded and followed by

the various consonants (as exhibited in Tables i, 2, &c.),

the student will be in some degree prepared to deal with

the same vowels and consonants as they present them-

selves in composition. Selecting the most euphonious intonation

1 /? J L i_ 1

J

• "'^ verse and
passages of verse and prose he can nnd, he should recite prose.
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Chap. VIII. or * intone ' them with various degrees of intensity, first

on one then on another of his dominant notes, always

applying, whatever the degree of intensity, the method

of production natural to them as notes of the first

register.



CHAPTER IX.

SPEECH.

The exercises so far recommended, though devised

with exclusive reference to the ' formation ' of the speaking

voice, are essentially musical exercises—exercises carried

on exclusively through the utterance of musical or iso-

chronous sounds. Carefully and patiently undergone,

they will of necessity have so increased the student's con-

trol over his ' vocal mechanism,' and so familiarised him

with its natural peculiarities, good or bad,—moreover,

they will have so increased the delicacy and quickness of

his ear,—that his next step, great and important as it is,

will be comparatively an easy one.

Recitation at a given and ascertainable pitch—not with Speech

us an end, but a means—has now to be exchanged for limit,

recitation which, employing that rapidly succeeding variety

of pitch in which speech differs so widely from song,

employs it within a certain limit, the centre or point of

departure of which must be one of those dominant notes

with which the student's monotonous practice should by

this time have thoroughly familiarised him. For this

exercise none but the most general directions can be

written. Attempts have been repeatedly made to note the Notation of

inflections of the speaking voice ; but they have neces-
^^^'^^ '

sarily proved altogether unavailing in reference to sounds

so vague and so fleeting. Possibly something akin to
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Chap. IX. the neuvta notation' of the middle ages might be devised

which would serve to remind the reader—as it did the

singer—of inflections with which he had already been

made acquainted. But it is idle to hope for a notation

which should enable two skilled speakers—as musical no-

tation will enable two skilled singers—to declaim without

previous concert a given passage with the selfsame varie-

ties of time and tune. In the one case these varieties

are, though numerous, limited; in the other they are

infinite. The task of the reader therefore must always

be, in one respect at least, far more difficult than that of

the singer. For the latter, every inflection—the time and

tune of every syllable—is fixed by the composer; the

former must invent as well as execute the music by

which he seeks to convey to others the meaning of his

author.

A very little experiment will enable the student who

has gone careftilly through the exercises we have pre-

scribed for him to ascertain the particular range within

which he can speak or should be able to speak 'most

eifectively, most easily, and for the longest time.' Having

done this it should be his endeavour to keep within this

range, not only during his especial practice, but whenever

he may have occasion to utter vocables. In this respect,

* This notation, which prevailed throughout musical Europe from

the seventh to the eleventh century, is considered by the best and

most recent authority, M, Coussemaker, of Lille, to have had its

origin in the three accents of speech, the acute, grave, and circumflex.

Its aim obviously was to represent not merely sounds, but transitions

also from one sound to another—i. e. concrete as well as discrete

melody. Every trace of this aim has disappeared from modem
notation. The portamento, the only concrete effect left in modem
music, is without any adequate symbol. See Coussemaker's ' Histoire

de I'Harmonie au Moyen-Age,* Notation, ch. ii. p. 158.
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be it observed, the speaker has an advantage over the Chap. ix.

sinerer. The practice of the latter must be restricted to
~

" * Advantages

particular occasions and particular localities: that of theofi^e
*

speaker.

former can be carried on at almost any time, or anywhere.

Singing is no part of the ordinary business of life ; speak-

ing is an indispensable part of it.

The first attempts of the student to speak at the pitch His diffi-

natm-al, though not necessarily habitual to him—from the
*^" '^^'

right place and in the right manner—will probably be

not unattended with diflSculty in more ways than one. If

his habitual 'production' be bad, the substitution for it

of a good one can never be easy ; if his habitual ' range

'

be ill chosen, he will with difficulty keep out of it : nor

will he get much help or encouragement from others.

Our friends are apt to be puzzled and put out by any

change, even for the better, in our look, tone, or bearing.

Supposing, as is more than probable, that he has hitherto

used all but exclusively the second or upper register of

his voice, his first attempts to use the first or lower—his

natural voice—will seem anything but natural; his phy-

sical sensations even will be somewhat troublesome to

himself, and his timbre, assuredly, being new and un-

accustomed, will be unpleasing to others. Not till it is

familiar will any way of doing anything seem quite the

right way. Only on the ripe scholar does scholarship sit

easily and gracefully.



CHAPTER X.

CONCLUSION.

Oratorical
detail.

A popular
maxim.

So far we have left unnoticed all questions of what

may be called oratorical detail. The dots to the z''s and

the crosses to the /'s are essential parts of handwriting

:

nevertheless, if the letters to which they are ever so scru-

pulously adjoined are ill-formed, the handwriting will be

none the less illegible or unseemly. Our business has

been with the voice itself, the instrument which, unlike

the player, neither speaker nor singer can ever exchange

for another;—to see what could be done to improve it

and bring it under control ; to set our pipes and strings

in order before trying to make music out of them. More-

over, many of these questions of detail have been re-

peatedly discussed elsewhere. In innumerable books on

'elocution,' 'reading,' 'speech,' and the like, common
faults or negligences in pronunciation have been indi-

cated, and causes assigned and remedies suggested for

various forms of ineffective utterance. We have tried to

show how to deal with that which underlies all these faults

or negligences—that misuse of the vocal mechanism

called among singers 'bad production.' But in respect

to several of these questions—of detail no less than of

principle—our views differ essentially from those which

are sometimes put forward ; and we shall call attention to

some of these, rather as supplementary to, than forming

any integral part of, this essay.

If there be any maxim more frequently or more m-
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gently commended to young readers and speakers than Chap. x.

another, it is this :
—

' Take care of the consonants, the

vowels will take care of themselves.' Like many other

maxims this contains not merely that 'mixture of a lie'

which Lord Bacon tells us 'doth ever add pleasure,' but

so large a mixture of it as almost to neutralise whatever

truth it may contain. Take care of the consonants by all

means ; they are the bones of speech ; but take none the

less care of the vowels, for they are its flesh and blood,

without which consonants are but dry bones—void of

beauty as of life. It is, perhaps, to the latter part of this

maxim that we are indebted for the cruel treatment vowels

sometimes receive at the hands (i.e. the mouths) of a

large number of readers and speakers—e. g. in the sub-

stitution of si'ch for st^k, git for get, und for and, fur for

for, and the like ; while to the former we possibly owe

the interposition (already alluded to) of the letter r be-

tween two vowels, so eminently characteristic of cockney

breeding, as in Maidarill (for Maida Hill)—not unpar-

donable in an omnibus conductor, and Vidoriar our Qtieen

—quite unpardonable in an educated gentleman.

Another of these maxims or recommendations is ' al- Another,

ways to raise the voice at the end of a sentence.' Musical

terms are employed so loosely in ordinary writing and

speaking, that the meaning and intention of those who

employ them are often hard to come at. 'Raise' may

here refer to elevation of pitch, to addition of intensity, or

to both. If it refer to elevation of pitch, the result of

adopting the recommendation would be to give to the

end of every sentence the effect of a question—an effect

too ludicrous to be seriously considered. If, on the other

hand, it refer to addition of intensity, the recommendation

may be worthy of consideration—in so far as, but no
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Chap. X. farther than, it may tend to correct the bad habit of ending

a sentence with an exhausted breath. Most sentences, if

they are to be made intelligible, must be ended, not by

a rise, but by a fall, in pitch ; but if this fall be accom-

panied by decreased intensity, there will be danger of the

last few syllables (often the keys to many foregoing ones)

not reaching the auditory at all.

Pitch and The average pitch and intensity of a speaker's voice, as

well as the pace of his utterance, must be regulated not

only by his powers and convenience—considerations

which cannot be ignored—but also by the size and shape

Auditorium, of the place in which he is called upon to use it. Every

auditorium has a voice of its own; or, to speak more

precisely, has powers of augmenting and enriching some

sounds and confusing others. This latent voice a speaker

who is both gifted and skilful will in a moment find means

of turning to account. To him it will be what the sound-

ing-board is to the string stretched over it, the pipe to

the reed to which it is attached—a means whereby to

increase the sonority of his own organ. To the gifted

but i^«skilful speaker—the speaker with a musical voice

which he knows not how to manage—it will be a source

of perpetual embarrassment. Much of the so-called ' in-

distinctness ' of speakers with powerful voices is due no

doubt to their not forming their syllables perfectly, but

much more to their not knowing how to adapt their pitch,

pace and intensity to their auditorium. In a locale new

to him, the speaker should carefully observe the effect of

his voice when he begins to speak, and raise or lower his

pitch—i. e. tune his voice—accordingly. Practice will re-

duce the necessity of this to a minimum. An observant

and frequent speaker may soon learn how to adapt his

intonation to his auditorium merely by looking at it. In
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rooms which have much reverberative power, utterance Chap. x.

must be slow if it is to be intelligible. This of course 7" Slow utter-

adds another to the many difficulties of public speaking ance.

—especially of extemporaneous speaking. When the

speaker is warmed by his subject, when thoughts and

illustrations crowd upon him, when, in short, he is at his

best, he needs great self-control to resist the tendency

to accelerated pace. If this accelerated pace be accom-

panied {as is probable) by greater elevation of pitch ^ and

increased intensity, he is likely to become partially or

even wholly unintelligible. For audibility and intelligibility Audibility

., Ml m 1 and intelli-

are not necessarily convertible terms. Irue, a speaker gibiuty.

cannot be understood unless he is heard; but he may
be heard—and most painfully—without being at all

understood, be his thoughts never so clear, his words

never so well chosen.

' Vegnati voglia di trarreti avanti,'

says Dante to the lady whom he has heard singing in the

forest of the Terrestrial Paradise,

'verso questa riviera

Tanto ch'io possa intender che tu canti.'

The intensity of speech must and will, if there be any

life in it, vary very considerably. So must its pace.

The crescendo and accelerando are as valuable and as

legitimate artifices in oratory as they are in music ; but it

is dangerous to prolong excessively either \h& fortissimo

or the prestissimo, to which they severally lead. Loud and

• The difficulty of resisting this apparently universal tendency—as

old, it might seem, as oratory itself—was met by the ancients by

stationing a musical performer near the speaker, who from time to

time reminded him of his normal pitch. The instrument used by the

Romans, a species of flute, had an especial name

—

tonorium.

Quintilian, lib. i. c. 12.
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Force and
velocity.

Chap. X. /as/ are but comparative terms, and the ear soon becomes

insensible to either force or velocity, unless they are fre-

quently contrasted with their opposites. Moreover, both

have their especial dangers. Force, as we have seen, is

apt to interfere with distinctness of utterance, by over

stimulating the resonant properties of the auditorium;

and volubility, unless the speaker be very exceptionally

gifted, is rarely used without very considerable sacrifice

being made to its exigencies,—short vowels substituted

for long ones, consonants clipped here and dropped there,

and more than all that huddling together or skewering of

words with which foreigners so often and so justly re-

proach us.

Every language has its own difficulties of utterance;

English, assuredly, neither the fewest nor the least. None,

for instance, abounds more in words which differ to the

eye, but, as commonly pronounced, not to the ear. The
natives of some parts of Great Britain still distinguish by

a slight guttural sound such words as which from witch,

whether from weather, &c.^: but the practice is provincial

and would sit awkwardly on one not *to the manner

born,' who adopted it on principle. The sense of such

equivocal words, too, can generally be gathered from the

context, provided they be distinctly uttered, on whatever

system of utterance. It is most undesirable, however, to

add to their number by assimilating to the ear such words

as bridal and bridle, principal and principle, about the

propriety of distinguishing which there cannot be two

opinions.

The aspirate. In our tables of English monosyllables examples of

Special
difficulties

of English
speech.

Equivocal
words.

^ One familiar passage seems especially to demand the distinction

here referred to,
—

' submitting ourselves wholly to His holy will and

pleasure.'
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those beginning with the letter A are of course given. Chap. x.

This is not one of the letters the utterance or omission

of which, in an isolated word on which attention is con-

centrated, presents any difficulty of itself—as in the cases

of r or s. The omission of the aspirate is a far more

common fault than its gratuitous interposition. The
latter is exclusively confined to the vulgar; while the

former is anything but rare among persons of consider-

able culture whose early years have been passed in cer-

tain parts of Great Britain, and who are themselves often

painfully aware of their own infirmity—only remediable

by the most constant watchfulness. But there is a far

more widely-spread though less noticeable slovenliness in

this matter, against which even the most refined speakers

need to be always on their guard. It shows itself mostly in

short syllables, especially when in immediate juxtaposition.

Thus ' he who,' rapidly uttered, too often becomes Aeoo
;

and 'he of whom,' ke ovoom. Even when attention is

especially directed to it, the formation of two or three

successive aspirates is, it must be admitted, not easy;

—

e.g. in to have had, or which have had. As the difficulty

attendant on these combinations of letters chiefly presents

itself in continuous discourse, it is only by extreme watch-

fulness herein that it can be overcome. The aspirate has

more affinity with the first register of the voice than the

second. Thus on any one of the ' border ' notes it will

be found easier to utter hold from the chest than old)

and vice versd.

Nothing seizes the attention of an audience like acommence-

gentle commencement. As an oratorical artifice it is^ch.

perhaps as old as oratory itself. What is an artifice for a

rich voice is no doubt a necessity for a poor one. But

necessity, in the oldest of the arts, architecture, has been

E
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Chap. X. the parent of a thousand beauties ; it is .not without its

advantages in oratory. Curiosity is piqued by the ob-

scure, whether to the ear or to the eye. Attention once

fairly seized does not easily or lightly set itself free. In

the presence of a speaker the feebleness of whose voice

is in inverse ratio to that of his intellect, even the seem-

ingly irrepressible noises of a large public assembly are

marvellously kept in check. To maintain this stillness

the discourse itself must be interesting

—

* Aijd woven close, both matter, form, and style.*

An audience cannot be expected to make, still less to

sustain, an effort for nothing; and following a long-con-

tinued /zawmz'wo is an effort—like reading with insufl&cient

light, or making one's way in a mist—^to which few

speakers can safely venture to submit their hearers.

We will only add a few words on one or two matters

of subordinate though still considerable importance.

Action. Whatever control we may acquire over our voices, of

themselves, we shall never turn them to the best account

till we have attained also considerable control over the

rest of our bodies. In this Englishmen are singularly

deficient, if not by nature, by art, which is second nature.

Granted that action, not suggesting itself to the average

Englishman as essential or even becoming to his every-

day talk, is somewhat startling—has an air of unreality or

affectation—when made an accompaniment to English

oratory, surely that does not justify our public utterances

being disfigured, as they often are, by a thousand awk-

ward and ridiculous tricks. If profound and original

thought, expressed in well-chosen and well-sounding

words, tells most on an English audience when these

words issue from a frame which betrays no more sym-

pathy or connection with them than does the case of
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a pianoforte with the music of which it is the medium,— Chap. x.

be it so. The Englishman is a reticent, undemonstrative

creature, not predisposed even to vocal expression, and

decidedly indisposed to pantomimic. No doubt:—then

let him stand still when he speaks. But this he never

succeeds in doing. One English orator will enforce his English

arguments by pommehng at frequent intervals the table, action,

desk, handrail, or aught else within his reach; another

cannot put forth half-a-dozen coherent sentences without

sawing himself backwards and forwards, like the masts of

a yacht at anchor ; another folds his arms over his chest ^

—one of the most unfavourable postures for vocal utter-

ance into which the human body can be thrown; while

another, having tried a variety of ways of suiting the

action to the word, frankly admits his failure by putting

the means of action—his hands—into his pockets. Ex- inaction.

perienced actors, however, say that few things in the

exercise of their calling are so difficult as this same stand-

ing still. Graceful inaction therefore would seem to be

another added to the long list of the orator's accomplish-

ments, and no more likely to ' come by nature ' than

graceful action.

Supposing, however, that the speaker or reader wishes Posture.

to maintain, and can maintain, any given posture for any

given time, it is important that that posture be well

chosen. The effect of what he says or reads will be

greatly influenced by it. One who speaks extempore or

from memory can of course choose his posture ; not so

' A good many of these practices are traditional—both in ' the

House* and on the stage. Mr. Pitt is said to have adopted this

particular attitude habitually ; and Goldsmith's Strolling Player tells

us, ' In general I kept my arms folded up thus upon the pit of my
stomach ; it is the way at Drury Lane, and has always a fine effect.'

Essays, No, xxi.

£ 2
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Chap. X. one who reads. His book or manuscript must generally

rest on a desk or table ; and this is often below his level

of vision. Hence he is compelled either to keep his head

inclined downwards, or alternately to lower and raise it^

like a bird in the act of drinking. The remedy for

this inconvenience would seem to be the simplest pos-

sible ; nevertheless the majority of readers put up with it,

unaware perhaps of the extent to which it obscures their

utterance. For the slightest acquaintance with the vari-

able cavity would show that hardly any part of it can

properly do its work when the head is bent over the chest.

For large volumes desks are of course indispensable.

They might, however, generally be so set up as to save

the reader from stooping. Small volumes and manu-

scripts—sermons, for instance—wotild be better held in

the hand ; best of all, in the head,

tembarrass- Many spcakcrs depart from the rule and habit of im-

of%sture! mobility, in a way embarrassing to their hearers, by ad-

dressing themselves alternately to those on the right and

those on the left of them. From this action both these

parties are equal sufferers. Neither can ever hear two

consecutive short sentences or the whole of one long one.

We have even seen a speaker turn his head fairly away

from those in front of, and address himself exclusively to

those behind, him. No speaker should be called upon

to address those whom he cannot see without changing

his range of vision, which is almost always identical with

his range of voice. If unfortunately there are would-be

auditors considerably to the right and left, he had best

ignore their presence, and address himself exclusively to

those in front of him. It is better to be heard perfectly

by many, and not at all by a few, than imperfectly by

all.
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One word in conclusion,—not about speakers, but Chap, x,

hearers. The latter, often no doubt unconsciously, ac-
~

' Hearers.

company public speaking by noises, individually slight,

but which, added together, are a source of constant em-

barrassment and pardonable irritation to the former.

The most serious of these is coughing,—in most cases

a mere trick. Neither elevation of pitch nor increase of

intensity have any chance against this ; indeed, as they in

some degree cover so do they generally encourage it.

Depression and decrease of pitch and intensity, on the

contrary, expose and will therefore often stop it. Should

these fail, a sudden, complete, and long-continued pause

is an unfailing, as it should be a last, resource, and will

silence even the most nervous and asthmatic of hearers.
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03

o

o

pool

loop

boom
fool

hoof
move

too

root

do

rude
tooth

booth

soothe

goose

zoo-phite

ooze

shoe

u-sual

coo

book

gougechoose

jews

gouge

moon

boom

noon

boon

loo

pool

rue

poor

you woo who

lO

polo

hope

bowl

lobe

foal

oaf

vote

cove

tome

boat

dome

bode
loth

though

loathe

soak

dose

zone

doze

show coat

oak

goat

vogue

choke

coach

joke

doge

mow

home

no

hone

low

pole

row

pore

yokewoke
hoe

18

palm

gape

balm
fath-er

half

vast

halve

taunt

can't

daunt

command

pathfath-er

salve

lass

huz-za

alms

calm

gape

chal-dron

jaunt
master

calm

laugh

ra-ther

far

half

•3

bay

babe

fane

safe

vane

save

tale

late

dale

lade

thane

faith

they

lathe

sane

dace

za-ny

days

shape
cate

ache

gate

vague

chair
jail

age

may

fame

nay

fane

lay

ale

ray

air

yea
wayhay

'»

peat

leap

beat

glebe

fear

leaf

veer

leave

teal

meat

deal

meed

theme

teeth

thee

teethe

seal

lease

zeal

lees

she

leash

leisure

key

leak

gear

league

cheer

leech

jeer

liege

meed

deem

need

dean

lead

eel

read

ear

ye we he

1

i
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Labials.
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Dentals.

Gutturals.

Nasals.
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Co

-<3

>s

Eun

up

un

tub

fun

puff

ver-min

love

tun

but

dun

bud

thud

dolh

thus

other

sup

us

buzz

shut

hush

cut

tuck

gut

tug

chub

much

jut

nudge

mud

sum

nut

sun

lug

gull

rug

fur

yuck

huU

>o

pod

top

t)oss

knob

fog

off

vol-Iey

of

top

not

dot

nod

thorough

moth

though

both-er

sod

boss
was

shod

wash

eva-sion

cot

lock

got

log

chop

botch

jot

lodge

mob

Tom

knob

on

lot

doU

rot

for

yon
wan hot

'S

pan

nap

ban

nab

fan

gaff

van

have

tack

bat

dab

bad

thank

hath

than

lath-er

sad

ass as

shall

mash

cat

hack

gat

hag

chat

batch

jam

badge

mat

lamb

gnat

man

lap

shall

rap

bar-ren

yam
waghap

>»

Eet

step

et

web

fell

clef

vex

nev-er

tell

bet

dell

bed

theft

death

then

teth-er

set

less

zest

hes-i-tate

shell

mesh

ken

beck

get

beg

chess

fetch

jess

ledge

met

them

net

then

led

bell

red

ber-ry

yet wet head

>••

Ein

hip

In

fib

fin

if

vin-tage

live

tip

sit

dip

lid

thin

with

this

wliith-er

sink

miss

zink

fizz

ship

dish

kill

wick

gig

wig

chip

ditch

gill

ridge

inid

him

nib

in

lick

iU

rick will
hit

2
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Labials. Dentals.
Guttura's.

Nasals.
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talk

dc-bau
shawm

dawn wall
war

IS
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ball fault
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saw
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Table IV.

—

Voiuels {^Long ana

Double
iConsonants. s d aa 00

Pl plea play plinth pled

gr
preach
bleak blame

prone
blow

prove print
blink

pres
bloom bled

br breach bray brogue broom brink brea
A flee flay flaunt flow flit fled
fr free fray fro fruit frisk fret

tr tree tray trope troop trip tress
tw tweak twain twit tweh
dr dream dray drone droop drip drea
dw dwm-dle dwel
thr three thrave throw through thrid threa
thw

1?
speed spare spar spoke spoon spit spell
sphere sphinx sphe

St steep stay star stow stoop still step
sd 'sdeign

sk scheme skate scar scope scoop skip' skeg
sm smear smoke smooth smith smel
sn sneer snail snow snip
si sleep slay slow sloop slip slen-

sw sweet sway swore swoon swift swell
shr shriek shrove shrew shrill shred
Id clean claim clove clink clef
kr creep crave crow crew crib cress
kw queen quail quote quill quen
Kl glean glade glow gloom glib glen
g'' green grate grow groom grip
wh wheel whale wh«-ther whet



'^receded by Double Consonants.

a. a i au oi •

ply

U OU

t plot plum plaud-it em-plojr plume plough
ce

cr^f
prawn

§Sthe
prow
blowzek blood blue

brock brush brawn brine brown
flop flux flaw fly flue flout

c from front fraud fry frown
trot trump trawl de-stroy tnpe trout

e twine
drop drub draw a-droit drive drought

h throng thrum thrive
ck

spot spun spawn spoU spy spume spout

stop stuck stalk sty Stew stout

scoff scull sky skewer scout
k smock smut small smite

snort snug snipe
slide

snout
slop slut slaugh-ter slew slough

1 swop swum swine
ik shrug shrine shroud

clog dub claw cloy clime clew clown
crop crura craw crime crowd

k quad-ruped quoth quite
gloss glut glide glue glout

d grog-ram grunt groat groin gripe gruel grout
^ what whurt why







Table V.—rowels {Long and Si

Double
Consonants. e a aa O do i

jtipt

e

Pt reaped aped gaped coped cooped kept
ptli

1

depth
helpsps deeps apes hopes loops dips

Td
cheapen open

i

robed ribbed ebbed
bz Thebes babes robes bibs ebbs
ft reefed chafed hoofed lift left

tz chiefs chafes laughs oafs hoofs whiffs clefs

fn stiffen deafen
vd heaved waved calved coved grooved lived
vz leaves laves calves loaves moves lives

vn even haven cloven riven seven
tz feats fates oats boots hits bets
tch leech coach witch fetch
tn eaten oaten bitten threaten
tl beetle little settle
dth width hund-redt
dz deeds aids loads winds bends
dl wheedle ladle noodle addle meddle
sn loosen lesson
sp
St east taste vast post roost whist west
sk disc desk
zd eased praised pozed oozed whizzed
zm prism
zn reason frozen risen
z\ easel hazel frizzle embezzle
sht leashed wished fleshed
let eked ached poked

hoax
1 picked
lynx

pecked
kz weeks takes books vex
kn weaken waken token sicken beckon
kl

1
pickle keckle

g2
leagued
leagues

plagued
plagues

prorogued
brogues

1 rigged
|figs

begged
legs

gl eag-le wriggle
cht reached broached pitched etched
ghd be-sieged aged gouged ridged pledged
int dreamt
ind beamed lamed calmed roamed doomed dimmed hemmed
mz beams aims ahns tomes looms dims hems
nt quaint can't wont lint bent
Jid leaned pained de-msmd stoned wound wind send
nth I plinth tenth

ns wince pence '

bensnz means pains bones moons wins
nch haunch inch wrench
nk wink
ng wing
ngli range twinge

If

help

wolf pilf-er elf

Iv delve

It bolt jilt belt

Id yield failed cold cooled buUt held

1th health

U else

Iz eels bales holes fools ills ells

Ish welsh
Ik milk elk

Igh bilge
Im

1
film elm

In kiln

s carp
garb

rf scarf
rv carve
It art port

baredrd wierd dared hard moored
nh hearth forth

rs pierce parse
bars

hoarse
rz peers dares borus moors
rsh harsh
rk ark pork
rch arch IX'roh
rgh barge gorge
nu arm lot in

m cairn born borne b(.urn
rl marl 1

i



''oUvuied by Double Consonants.

a 6 U dii 6i i U
1

topped supped wiped duped

tops cups wipes dupes
)en
)e<l robbed dubbed daubed bribed tubed

cobs cubs daubs tribes cubes
oft puffed coifed fifed

coui^hs cuffs coifs strifes
often

loved
loves
oven

divtd
wives

lots cuts bites mutes doubts
1 botch such de-bauch slouch
:n rotten button whiten
e bottle subtle title

hods bands lauds feuds crowds
le coddle

wasp

huddle dawdle
poison

bridle

lost bust
musk

ex-haust hoist iced used oust

m
cousin

paused poised

poison

prized

bedizen

used

e nozzle puzzie
hushedd quashed

locked tucked walked liked re-buked
box bucks hawks likes re-bukes

en liken
e buckle
fed clogged

hogs
hugged
mugs

fugued
fugues

le iKjggle bugle
lied

>

botched
lodged

hummed
sums

debauched
o-bliged

limed
times

fumed
fumes

slouched

wont punt
fund

haunt joint pint
kind

count
fond joined tuned sound

month ninth
e nonce once ounce

dons tuns
punch
monk

pawns
paunch

coins pines tunes towns

lone sung
lunge

golf gulf
solve

pulse

fault
bald

waltz

foiled mild

dolls gulls calls coils isles mules owls

polk sulk
bulge

fallen

orb herb
SUlf
serve
pert

warp

wart
lord word

worth
hearse

ward hired in-ured soured

horse
fui-s wars fires cares ours

aboition arerslon
fork lurl:

birch
gorge
form

urge
term warm

bom bum
furl

warn iron







Table VI.

—

Vonuels (^Long and Shon

Triple
Consonants.

e a ad do i i

ptz crypts a-depts
depthspthz

ftz

vnz havens
lifts

heavens
tuz threatens
tlz beetles victuals nettles
dtliz widths
did wheedled fiddled meddled
dlz wheedles ladles noodles fiddles meddles
sps wisps
spd wished
stz beasts bastes posts mists guests

desk?skz disks
ZIllZ prisms
znz reasons raisins loosens
zlz easels hazels
ktz • picts se-lects
knz weakens wakens tokens
klz pickles

higglesfc'l^ beagles ogles
ntz paints hmts
ndz demands wounds bends
nths tenths
nks winks
ngz rings
Ips helps
Ibz
Ivz wolves elves
Its bolts jilts

buildsIdz shields folds welds
Iths healths
Ikt milked
Ikts
Iks milks

linz alms films elms

T.
harps
garbs

rfs scarfs
rvs carves
rtz carts
rdz cards boards
rthz hearths
rst pierced dar'st

rks arks
rchd arched
r>rd charged forged

rind
arms
armed

forms

cairns barns bournes
rid
rUlz
rnd darned

1



'wed by three or more Consonanti.

i 6 U du, 0% t U OU

s adopts Interrupts

ovens
as buttons
3 bottles scuttles

ed coddled muddled dawdled
es coddles

wasps
muddles
cusps

dawdles

d cusped

5

costs gusts
basks

exhausts hoists ousts

[IS

dozens poisons bedizens
es puzzles

;s

es boggles
wants punts joints pints

binds
counts

5 bonds. bounds
months ninths

IS

s wrongs
monks
lungs
gulps
bulbs

solves
salts

wilds

polked mulct
mulcts
sulks baulks

corpse
orbs herbs

serfs
curves
hurts

wharfs

warts
cords birds

earths
durst

wards

forks dirks
searched
urged

forms firms
fonned con-firmed
boms bams

world
worlds

a-domed earned ironed
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STiebnlir's Griechische Heroen-Geschichten. Tales of Greek Heroes.
Edited with English Notes and a Vocabulary, by Emma S. Buchheim.

Extra fcap. Svo. cloth, 2S.

Schiller's Historische Skizzen:—Egmonts Leben und Tod, and Bela-
gerung von Antiuerpen, Edited by C. A. Buchheim, Phil. Doc. Third
Edition, Revised and Enlarged, with a Map. . Extra fcap. Svo. as. 6d,

SoMUer. Wilhelm Tell. With a Life of Schiller ; an Historical and
Critical Introduction, Arguments, a Complete Commentary, and Map, Edited
by C. A. Buchheim, Phil. Doc, Sixth Edition, , Extra fcap. Svo. 3*. td.

SoliiUer. Wilhelm Tell. Edited by C. A. Buchheim, Phil. Doc.
School Edition. With Map. Extra fcap. Svo. 2*,

Schiller. Wilhelm Tell. Translated into English Verse by E.
Massie, M.A. Extra fcap, Svo, 5^.

Schiller. Die Jungfrau von Orleans. Edited by C. A. Buchheim,
Phil. Doc. \,In preparation^

Scherer. A History of German Literature. By W. Scherer.
Translated from the Third German Edition by Mrs. F, Conybeare. Edited
by F. Max Muller. 2 vols. Svo, 21J.

Max Milller. The German Classicsfrom the Fourth to the Nineteenth
Century. With Biographical Notices, Translations into Modern German, and
Notes, by F, Max Mijller, M.A, A New edition, revised, enlarged, and
adapted to Wilhelm Scherer's History oj German Literature^, by F.

Lichtenstein, 2 vols Crown Svo. 21*.

Wright. An Old High German Primer. With Grammar, Notes,

and Glossary. By Joseph Wright, Ph,D. . . Extra fcap. Svo. 3J. td.

Wright. A Middle High German Primer. With Grammar, Notes,

and Glossary. By Joseph Wright, Ph. D. . . Extra fcap. Svo. y. td.

Skeat. The Gospel of St. Mark in Gothic. Edited by W. W. Skeat,
Litt. D. ,

Extra fcap. Svo. 44,

Sweet. An Icelandic Primer, with Grammar, Notes, and Glossary.

By Henrv Sweet, M,A Extra fcap. Svo. 3^. td,

Vlcr^sson and Powell. An Icelandic Prose Reader, with Notes,

Grammar, and Glossary. By Gudbrand Vigfusson, M.A., and F. York
Powell, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. loi. td.
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Aldis. A Text Book of Algebra {with Answers to the Examples). By
W. Steajjman Aldis, M.A Crown 8vo. yf. 6d,

Hamilton and Ball. Book-keeping. By Sir R. G. C. Hamilton,
K.C.B.. and John Ball (of the firm of Quilter, Ball. & Co.). New and
Enlarged Edition Extra fcap. 8vo. 2*.

*»* Ruled Exercise Books adapted to the above. (Fcap. folio, 2J.)

Hensley. Figures made Easy : a first Arithmetic Book. By Lewis
Henslky, M.A , Crown 8vo. W.

Hensley. Answers to the Examples in Figures made Easy, together
with 20OO additional Examples formed from the Tables in the same, with
Answers. By the same Author Crown Svo. \s,

Hensley. The Scholar's Arithmetic. By the same Author.
Crown Svo. 2*. td.

Hensley. Answers to the Examples in the Scholar's Arithmetic.
By the same Author. Crown Svo. is, 6d,

Hensley. The Scholar's Algebra. An Introductory work on Algebra.
By the same Author. , , Crown Svo. 2S. 6d,

Baynes. Lessons on Thermodynamics. By R. E. Baynes, M.A.,
Lee's Reader in Physics. ....... Crown Svo. js. 6d.

Donkin. Acoustics. By W. F. DONKIN, M.A., F.R.S. SecondEdition.
Crown Svo. -js, 6d,

HncUd Bevlsed. Containing the essentials of the Elements of Plane
Geometry as given by Euclid in his First Six Books. Edited by R. C. J. Nixon,
M.A Crown Svo.

May likewise be had in parts as follows :

—

Book I, IS. Books I, II, IS. 6d. Books I-IV, 3*. Books V-IV, 3s.

Euclid. Geometry in Space. Containing parts of Euclid's Eleventh
and Twelfth Books. By the same Editor. . . . Crown Svo. 3J. bd.

Harconrt and Madan. Exercises in Practical Chemistry. Vol. I.

Elementary Exercises. By A. G. Vernon Harcourt, M.A. : and H, G.
Madan, M.A. Fourth Edition. Revised by H. G. Madan, M.A.

Crown Svo. lor. (>d

Uadan. Tables of Qualitative Analysis. Arranged by W. G. Madan,
M.A Large 4to. 4;. td,

Sffazwell. An Elementary Treatise on Electricity. By J. Clerk
Maxwell, M.A., F.R.S. Edited by W. Garnett, M.A. Demy Svo. ^s. dd.

Stewart. A Treatise on Heat, with numerous Woodcuts and Dia-
grams. By Balfour Stewart, LL.D., F.R.S. , Professor ofNatural Philosophy
m Owens College, Manchester, Fifth Edition, , Extra fcap. Svo. js. 6d.
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Williamson. Chemistry for Students. By A. W. Williamson,
Phil. Doc, F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry, University College London. A nnu
Edition with Solutions Extra fcap. 8vo. 8j. td.

I

Combination Cbemical Iiabels. In two Parts, giimmed ready for use.
Part I, Basic Radicles and Names of Elements. Part II, Acid Radicles.

Price y, bd,

HISTORY, POLITICAL ECONOMY,
GEOGRAPHY, &c.

Sanson. The Wealth of Households. By J. T. Danson. Cr, 8vo. 55.

Freeman. A Short History of the Norman Conquest of England.
By E. A. Freeman, M,A. Second Edition, . Extra fcap. 8vo. 2J. W,

Qeorge. Genealogical Tables illustrative of Modern History. By
H. B, George, M.A. Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged, Small4to. I2J,

Hng'Iies (Alfred). Geography for Schools. Part I, Practical Geography.
With Diagrams Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. bd.

KltoMu. A History of France. With Numerous Maps, Plans, and
Tables. By G. W. KiTCHiN, D.D., Dean of Winchester. Second Edition.

Vol. I. To 1453. Vol, II, 1453-1624. Vol. III. 1624-1793. each 105. 6</.

IiTicas. Introduction to a Historical Geography of the British Colonies.
By C. P. Lucas, B.A. .... Crown 8vo., with 8 maps, 4J. bd.

Kawlinson. A Manual of Ancient History. By G. Rawlinson,
M.A., Camden Professor of Aiicient History. Second Edition, Demy 8vo. 141.

Bogrers. A Manual of Political Economy, for the use of Schools.
By J. E. Thorold Rogers, M.A. Third Edition, Extra fcap. 8vo. 45. 6</.

Stnbbs. The Constitutional History ofEngland, in its Origin and
Developtnent, By William Stubbs, D.D., Lord Bishop of Chester. Three
vols, Crown 8vo. each 12*.

Stubbs. Select Charters and other Illustrations of English Con-
stitutional History, from the Earliest Times to the Reign of Edward I.

Arranged and edited by W. Stubbs, D.D. Fourth Edition, Crown 8vo. 8j. 6rf,

Stnbbs. Magna Carta : a careful reprint. , . . 410. stitched, u.

ART.
Hnllah. The Cultivation ofthe Speaking Voice. By John Hollah.

Extra fcap. 8vo. 21. (>d.

Maclaren. A System of Physical Education : Theoretical and Prac-
tical. With 346 Illustrations drawn by A. Macdonald, of the Oxford School of

Art. By Archibald Maclaren, the Gymnasium, Oxford. Second Edition.
Extra fcap. 8va ^s. 6d,
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Trontbeck and Dale. A Music Primerfor Schools. By J. Trout-
BKCK, D.D., formerly Music Master in Westminster School, and R. F. Dale,
M.A., B. Mus., late Assistant Master in Westminster School, Crown 8vo. \s. 6d,

TyrwMtt. A Handbook of Pictorial Art. By R. St. J. Tyrwhitt,
M.A. With coloured Illustrations, Photographs, and a chapter on Perspective,
by A, Macdonald. Second Edition, , , , 8vo, /ut(/ morocco, i8j.

Upcott. An Introduction to Greek Sculpture. By L. E. Upcott,
M.A. Crown 8vo. 41. 6d,

Student's Handbook to the University and Colleges of Oxford.
Ninth Edition. Crown Svo, 2s. td.

Helps to tlie Study of the Bible, taken from the Oxford Bible for
TVacAerr, comprising Summaries of the several Books, with copious Explanatory

Notes and Tables illustrative of Scripture History and the Characteristics of

Bible Lands ; with a complete Index of Subjects, a Concordance, a Dictionary

of Proper Names, and a series of Maps Crown Svo. 3^. dd.

*^* A Reading Room has been opened at the Clarendon Press

Warehouse, Amen Corner, where visitors will find every facility

for examining old and new works issued from the Press, and for

consulting all officialpublications.

tW All communications relating to Books included in this List, and

offers ofnew Books and new Editions, should be addressed to

The Secretary to the Delegates,

Clarendon Press,

Oxford.

HonUon : HENRY FROWDE,
Oxford University Press Warehouse, Amen Corner,

(!^Dinburgf) : 6 Queen Street.

<9xfotO : Clarendon Press Depository,

ii6 High Street.
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